Join ‘The National Salute’ For
Unknown Soldiers
Oct 21, 2016
WASHINGTON (October 21, 2016) — The Society of the Honor Guard Tomb of the
Unknown Soldier (SHGTUS) Centennial Committee is proud to announce the
implementation of one of the many projects currently under development as we approach
the 100th Anniversary of the burial of an Unknown American Soldier who fought and died
in World War I, and is buried in the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier (TUS) in Arlington
National Cemetery.

The National Salute is a means to show our deep respect for our Unknown Soldiers buried
in the plaza of the Memorial Amphitheater in Arlington National Cemetery. On the 11th
Hour, of the 11th Day, of the 11th Month in 2021 Americans across the United States and
foreign lands, will pause to recognize those who have sacrificed and those who will sacrifice
in the future in the defense of America’s freedom and democracy.

The Centennial of the TUS will be that National Moment when all of America pauses to
remember and to unite with those that have secured our most cherished beliefs and our
National identity with their blood and treasure. They will renew their acquaintance with
Washington’s deepest desire for National unity; with Lincoln’s faith that our embracing the
belief that “…all men are created equal….” connects each of us to every patriot grave and
with the courage of Congressman Hamilton Fish to bring all of America together.

This commemoration provides to those who abide in our land a unique opportunity to
celebrate America’s unshakable commitment to the dignity of man as was so defiantly set
forth in the Declaration of Independence. It is an opportunity to express individually and
collectively, their sense of service and national unity; and their thanks for what this country
has done for them. This powerful concept and belief are witnessed every day at the Tomb of
the Unknown Soldier, where, as Congressman Hamilton Fish intended, it is a place to serve
as a focal point, where all of America can come together.
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The SHGTUS Centennial Committee invites you to reach out into your community to help
us implement Phase 2 of the National Salute this year. For more information or to learn how
you can help contact the public affairs director at or publicaffairs@tombguard.org.
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